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ABSTRACT:
Since the early 1990s, India took many steps towards liberalising its international trade policy to enable
greater ease of trade to take place between her trade partners. The Government has initiated various reforms
from time to time and provided many incentives for exporters as well as importers to expand their markets.
However, on the export front, India has not gained substantial market access, especially in the wake of the
various comprehensive economic partnerships signed bilaterally or regionally with its trading partners like
Japan, South Korea and ASEAN. Recently, studies have shown that the FTAs that India had with Korea, Japan
and ASEAN have tilted the bene ts in terms of market access towards the latter set of countries. For example,
Dhar (2018) noted that in case of India-Japan CEPA, India had a growing negative trade balance in case of low
technology as well as medium and high technology goods (based on the classi cation provided in
COMTRADE). For India Korea trade, a similar pattern is noted with India being unable to penetrate the Korean
market with trade de cit registered in all three technological levels of products. Seshadri (2016) reported that
India utilisation rate under the India Japan CEPA was 21.2 per cent in 2014, while for India Korea it was 67 per
cent in 2014.
In our view, an important question that needs to be asked is the following: what are the key performance
indicators of the sectors that are engaged in exports. This question appears to us to be extremely relevant
since India's manufacturing has been found wanting, especially in the context of India's trade liberalisation
initiatives through the free trade agreements (FTAs). The main problem is that Indian industries have not been
able to leverage the market openings that have come as a result of these FTAs. But little is known as to why the
major sectors are failing when opportunities seem to oﬀer expansion. This study has tried to draw the
attention of policymakers to the factors that are inherently domestic which have been neglected by the
policymakers in the last two decades.
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